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Appendix D2:
Analysis of Enthymemes in Galatians

(Refer to Appendix H for explanation of terms and codes)

_____________________________

Gal 1:1-5. This prescript contains no enthymemes.

_____________________________

1. Gal 1:7-8.

Preferred approach: topical.

The topic of the more and the less: if A is B, then less than A is all the more certain to be B; where:
A = “us”  (someone on Paul's apostolic team) or “an angel from heaven” preaching another gospel;
B = someone perverting the gospel and deserving •<V2,:" for it. 

The argument rephrased: if even we or angel comes to you with a different gospel, it will be a perverted
gospel (and he will be accursed for this); therefore, any mere human preacher who preaches a different
gospel is preaching a perverted gospel and will be accursed for it. For the purposes of this study, another
paraphrase is: 

{M “We” (apostles) and angels from heaven are more trustworthy teachers than anyone else.}
m “We” (apostles) and angels from heaven are perverting the gospel when we preach a “different” gospel.
=> ALL THE MORE REASON, any human being is perverting the gospel when preaching “another” gospel.

Marker: •88  6"Â  ¦<
Basis: marker introduces a rationale statement for a truth claim in v.7 that there is no other gospel.
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel (and Chr.)/authority of angels and apostles (hierarchy, truth, value)} 1:7-8

- relig./Chr./gospel/unicity of the gospel (truth) 1:7-8
Other: (a) the expression ajnavqema e[stw has a strong emotional effect which heightens the intensity of

the enthymeme ; (b) v. 8 and v. 9 are two rationale statements which both found the truthfulness
of v.7 (as two separate Es.; see below).

RSV: 7 not that there is another gospel, but there are some who trouble you and want to pervert the
gospel of Christ. 8 But even if (•88 6"Â ¦<) we, or an angel from heaven, should preach to you
a gospel contrary to that which we preached to you, let him be accursed.

_____________________________

1:6-9. The main issue at stake.

_____________________________

2. Gal 1:7,9.

Preferred approach: syllogistic (though topical is possible; see “comments” below).

{M Any gospel which draws an anathema is not the true gospel.}
m Any gospel different from ours (Paul’s) draws an anathema (onto its promulgators ; v.9).
=> Any gospel different from ours is not the true gospel (7b).
=> There is no other gospel apart from the one you received from us  (7a).

Marker: none (apart from the solemn words of v.9a which alert the addressees as to the importance of
what is in fact the rationale statement).
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Basis: v.9 establishes the truth of the claim in v.7.
Intensity: high.
Themes: -{relig./Israel/covenant/inclusion and exclusion (truth)} 1:7,9

- relig./Chr./covenant/unicity of the gospel (truth) 1:7,9  
Other: this could also have been analysed topically, as an argument from contraries: claim A is true,

since the contrary claim is untenable or unacceptable (A = there is only one gospel). 
RSV: 7 not that there is another gospel, but there are some who trouble you and want to pervert the

gospel of Christ [...] 9 As we have said before, so now I say again, If any one is preaching to you a
gospel contrary to that which you received, let him be accursed.

_____________________________

Gal 1:10-2:14. Autobiographical section proving from key events that Paul’s gospel is the only true gospel and
giving initial proof that Torah is unnecessary for salvation.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 1:6-10.
REASON: the gavr of v. 10 is not to be viewed as inferential. It is consecutive, introducing a new paragraph.
Literature: most commentators agree, as well as NA27r. Disagree: Vos (p.10) views v.10 as proof of vv.6-9, i.e. that
Paul not being a flatterer of men is proof (from h\qo~) that his message is the only true gospel. The problem with
this interpretation is that Paul changes the subject too quickly and too abruptly from v. 11 on to view v.10 as
relating directly to vv.6-9 as a ratio. When Paul uses the topos of his trustworthiness as a teacher in other
instances, his custom is to develop it considerably, giving evidence from his past behaviour and attitudes, as in  1
Thess 2 for example. It seems more convincing that Paul is evoking an accusation about his trustworthiness, to
which he will return later. He does just that in 5:11 and in 4:  
RSV*: 10 [For] (ga;r) Am I now seeking the favor of men, or of God? Or am I trying to please men? If I were still
pleasing men, I should not be a servant of Christ. 

_____________________________

3. Gal 1:10.

Preferred approach: the topic of contrarium (conjunctive syllogism of the form NOT [A AND B]; NOW A; => NOT
B). 

M Someone cannot be both a servant of Christ and a pleaser of men (10b). 
{m I am a servant of Christ.}
{=> I am not a pleaser of men.}

Marker: interrogative form + if ... then ...
Basis:
Literature: Agree: Vos (10).
Intensity: low. This appears to be a side argument, answering an unknown accusation. It will be tied to the

main issue later in the epistle in 5:10-12 and 6:12-17 (see 6.1.7.b).
Themes: -{Pract./Chr./serving Christ precludes pleasing men (value)} 1:10

- Paul/character/faithfulness to Christ (fact) 1:10
Other: (a) binary ideological landscape which places service of Christ and pleasing humans at opposite

poles; (b) example of a silent conclusion.   
RSV: 10 Am I now seeking the favour of men, or of God? Or am I trying to please men? If (eij) I were

still pleasing men, I should not be a servant of Christ. 

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 1:10b-11.
REASON: It is not clear at all that an inference can be drawn from v. 11 to yield v. 10b. It is interesting to note
that marker itself (the (VD of v.11) is textually uncertain.
Literature: Disagree: Vos p.11.
RSV: 10 ...If I were still pleasing men, I should not be a servant of Christ.  11 For (ga;r) I would have you know,
brethren, that the gospel which was preached by me is not man’s gospel.
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_____________________________

4. Gal 1:11b-12.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

{M Whatever teaching comes through a revelation of Jesus Christ and not received from a human source is
not of human origin.}

m “I did not receive [my gospel] from a human source, nor was I taught it, but I received it through a
revelation of Jesus-Christ” (12).

=> My gospel was not of human origin (11b).

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Literature: Agree: Vos, p.12. He adds an extra step after the conclusion, which he views as implied (“my

gospel is not of human origin, therefore it is true”). Other: Hansen (89) sees vv.11-12 as the
proof for the truth claim of vv.6-9. He views this combination as the main – structural – E. of the
entire epistle.

Intensity: high (main E. of the section 1:11-24).
Themes: -{relig./Chr./revelation (truth)} 1:11b-12

- Paul/biography/calling (fact) 1:11b-12
Other: the ideological landscape evoked by the rationale is binary: humanity and Christ are presented as

two mutually exclusive sources of teaching.
RSV:  11 For I would have you know, brethren, that the gospel which was preached by me is not man’s

gospel (6"J –<2DTB@<). 12 For ((D) I did not receive it from man, nor was I taught it, but it
came through a revelation of Jesus Christ. 

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 1:12-2:10.
REASON: this passage can be viewed as a complex argument composed of several warrants which together form
an inductive, cumulative proof. As such this is not an enthymeme but a complex arg.  Verse 1:12 is the claim, and
it is backed up by the various autobiographical elements of 1:13-2:10.
RSV: 12 For I did not receive it from man, nor was I taught it, but it came through a revelation of Jesus Christ. 13 For
you have heard of my former life in Judaism...

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 1:20.
REASON: This statement “backs up” the autobiographical passage that precedes it, but not really as an
argumentative premise. Rather, it is a sworn oath. Its persuasive power is not drawn from reason but from the
general area of the author's µ2@H. It can also be viewed as atechnical proof. 
RSV: 20 (In what I am writing to you, before God, I do not lie!)

_____________________________

5. Gal 2:6a.

Preferred approach: syllogistic (two sequential syllogisms).

{M1 Anyone viewed without partiality by God will be viewed the same way by Paul.}
m1 All humans are viewed without partiality by God   (6ab; Deut 10:7).

{M2 => All humans are viewed without partiality by Paul}
{m2 Those (in Jerusalem) who were reputed to be something are humans.}
=> Those (in Jerusalem) reputed to be something are viewed without partiality by Paul (6aa).

Marker: None. Paratactic E..
Basis: Paul justifies his relativizing of  the status of the  “pillars” with a theological principle (Betz 93-

4). This can also be seen as a Scriptural enthymeme (the minor premise uses Dt 10:17).
Intensity: low (Paul’s point here is parenthetical with respect to the main argument).
Themes: -{pract./Israel and Chr./imitation of God (truth/value)} 2:6a #1
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- relig./Israel/God/character (truth) 2:6a #1
-{pract./Israel and Chr./imitation of God (truth/value)} 2:6a #2
-{non-relig./common sense/authority figures remain human (fact)} 2:6a #2

Other: The E. is quite plain despite the exegetical difficulties of this verse, especially the meaning of the
expression ojpoìoiv pote and the enigmatic difference in tenses between h\san (“they were”) and
diafevrei.

RSV: 6 And from those who were reputed to be something (what they were makes no difference to me;
God shows no partiality)...

_____________________________

6. Gal 2:7-8.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M Any apostle that God sends to a distinct people is also entrusted with a “gospel for that people.”}
m God worked through Peter making him an apostle to the circumcised and also worked through me in

sending me to the Gentiles (8).
=> I had been entrusted with the gospel for the uncircumcised, just as Peter had been entrusted the gospel for

the circumcised (7).

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: low (Paul’s point here is parenthetical with respect to the main argument).
Themes: -{relig./Chr./gospel/universality, contextuality (truth, value)} 2:7-8

- Paul/biography/calling with respect to Peter’s calling (fact) 2:7-8
Other: (a) In Paul's view, God sees two religious categories of people: the circumcised and the Gentiles.

For this reason, it would be feasible to attempt to solve this E. with the topic from the parts to the
whole; (b) implicit in Paul's interpretation of God's calling of apostles is the equal footing of the
two mission fields: Jew and Gentile. 

RSV:  7 but on the contrary, when they saw that I had been entrusted with the gospel to the
uncircumcised, just as Peter had been entrusted with the gospel to the circumcised 8 (for he ((D)
who worked through Peter for the mission to the circumcised worked through me also for the
Gentiles)...

_____________________________

7. Gal 2:14b.

Preferred approach: the topic of contrarium (conjunctive syllogism of the form NOT [A AND B]; NOW A; => NOT
B). 

{M You cannot have a Jew who is “ not living according to Judaism” AND  “compelling Gentiles to live
according to Judaism,”  for this would be contradictory and hypocritical.}

m Cephas is a Jew not living according to Judaism (since he eats with Gentiles).
=> Cephas cannot compel Gentiles to live according to Judaism.

Marker: (a) the interrogative form in two parts set in opposition is typical of the contrarium; (b) if...then.
Basis: it fits the profile of the contrarium very nicely.
Intensity: high (this arg. is the central pronouncement within a narrative).
Themes: -{pract./Israel/prerequisites for proselytism (truth/value)} 2:14b

- current text/previous/Peter’s behaviour during the Antioch episode (fact) 2:14b
Other: This arg. is easy to analyse because the narrative context in which it was uttered is described in

detail.
RSV: 14 But when I saw that they were not straightforward about the truth of the gospel, I said to

Cephas before them all, “If you, though a Jew, live like a Gentile and not like a Jew, how can you
compel the Gentiles to live like Jews?” 

_____________________________

Gal 2:15-21 is an argumentative section which states that since Jews themselves cannot be justified through
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practise of the Torah but only through faith in Christ, this is the case for everyone. Kennedy views this entire
section as an epikheirema (Kennedy 1984, 148).

_____________________________

8. Gal 2:17-18.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M Christ cannot be blamed for those who reestablish the law upon themselves.}
m All those in Christ who view themselves as condemned (sinners) are reestablishing the law upon

themselves (18). 
=> Christ cannot be blamed for those in Christ who view themselves as condemned (17).

Marker: (1) (VD; (2) if... then.
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Chr./covenant/being “in Christ” (truth)} 2:17-18.

- non-relig./social/legal systems (truth) 2:17-18.
Other: this E. is based on a deduction from metaphor.
RSV*: 17 But if, in our endeavour to be justified in Christ, we ourselves were found to be sinners, is

Christ then an agent of sin? Certainly not! 18 But ((D) if I build up again those things which I
tore down, then I prove myself a transgressor.

_____________________________

9. Gal 2:18-19.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

{M Anyone who has died through the law (incurred its death penalty) is no longer under the law [its
jurisdiction being dissolved].}

m “Through the law I died to the law” [by believing in Christ] (v.19a).
{=> I am no longer under the law. In my case the law is dissolved  (v.18).}

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: high (important step of the argument) 
Themes: -{non-relig./social/legal systems (truth)} 2:18-19

- relig./Chr./covenant/Christians/crucified with Christ (truth) 2:18-19 
Other: v.18 implies the conclusion of the E., namely that “in my (Paul’s) case, the law is something that

I have dissolved.”
RSV*: 18 But if I build up again those things which I tore down, then I prove myself a transgressor. 19 For

I through the law died to the law, that I might live to God. 

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 2:19-20.
REASON: "I have been crucified with Christ" and what follows in v. 20 may be viewed a rationale for Paul's
affirmation that he has "died to the law, in order to live for God." But there is no clear indication of inference.
RSV: 19 For I through the law died to the law, that I might live to God. 20 I have been crucified with Christ; it is no
longer I who live, but Christ who lives in me; and the life I now live in the flesh I live by faith in the Son of God,
who loved me and gave himself for me.

_____________________________

10. Gal 2:21.

Preferred approach: syllogistic. Two syllogisms are present:

{M Anyone who believes that Christ’s death is unnecessary for justification is nullifying the grace of God.}
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m A person who believes that the law justifies believes that Christ’s death is unnecessary. (see analysis of
v.21b below).

{=> A person who believes that the law justifies is nullifying the grace of God.}

AND:

{M Anyone “living for God” (v.19b) refuses to nullify the grace of God.}
m I (Paul) am living for God (19b).
{=> I (Paul) refuse to nullify the grace of God [by seeking justification through the law] (v.21a).}

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: high. The emotional content of this enthymeme is important. Its position as conclusion of the

paragraph also heightens its psychological effect. 
Themes: -{relig./Chr./gospel/Christ only means of justification (truth)} 2:21 #1

- relig./Chr./covenant/disqualification of the law (truth, hierarchy) 2:21 #1
-{relig./Chr./covenant/centrality of grace (value)} 2:21 #2
- Paul/character/commitment to God (fact) 2:21 #2

Other: Forms a sorites with the next E.
RSV:  21 I do not nullify the grace of God; for ((D) if justification were through the law, then Christ

died to no purpose.

_____________________________

11. Gal 2:21b.

Preferred approach: hypothetical syll. The full argument is composed of two consecutive syllogisms:

{M If God has already given a means of justification, then any “new” means of justification would be 
unnecessary (dwreavn).}

{m The death of Christ can be seen as a “new” means of justification with respect to the law.}
M => If God has already given a means of justification (obedience to the law), then the death of Christ

is unnecessary (21b).  
{m God has not already given a means of justification (in the law).}
{=> The death of Christ is not unnecessary.}

Marker: eij ...  a[ra...
Basis:
Intensity: high. The emotional as well as the theological content of this enthymeme are important. Its

position as conclusion of the paragraph also heightens its psychological effect. 
Themes: -{relig./Israel/God/means of salvation (likelihood)} 2:21b #1

-{relig./Chr./covenant/existing incorrect views (fact)} 2:21b #1
- relig./Chr./gospel/relation between Christ and the law (truth/hierarchy) 2:21b #2
-{relig./Israel/God/means of salvation (truth)} 2:21b #2

Other: (a) forms a sorites with the preceding E. (b) The solution of this arg. is congruent with E.P.
Sanders’ explanation of Paul’s rejection of Torah as means of salvation: if practise of Torah can
save, then Christ’s death (and Paul’s calling and ministry) is fundamentally unnecessary.

RSV:  21 ... if (eij) justification were through the law, then (a[ra) Christ died to no purpose.

_____________________________

Gal. 3:1-4:11 is an argumentative section which begins and ends with a rebuke of the Galatians. The object is to
prove that justification through faith in Christ (and not through Torah observance) is actually warranted by the
Torah.  

_____________________________

12. Gal. 3:2.

Preferred approach: syllogistic 
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{M The disposition which induced God's initial gift of the Spirit will (likely) still please him.}
m You received from God the gift of the Spirit  by believing what you heard, not by the works of the law .
{=> Believing what you hear, and not the works of the Law, is the disposition which will still please God.}

Marker: None, other than the closed question which implies an E.
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel/God/character/does not change (truth)} 3:2

- addressees/conversion/reception of Spirit (fact; sure sign) 3:2
Other: (a) there is also a temporal component to the arg.: God does not change, thus the manner in

which he initiates the covenant must still apply now; (b) can also be approached as a disjunctive
syllogism. Siegert takes this route but his solution is not very rigorous: M.: Did you receive the
Spirit by works of law or faith?; silent m.: through faith; silent conclusion. Therefore the works
of the law are useful no more (Siegert 193); (c) lying behind the major premiss is a more
fundamental presupposition, in this case a topic related to change: what works is to be
continued; the burden of proof is on those who wish to bring about a change. 

RSV:  2 Let me ask you only this: Did you receive the Spirit by works of the law, or by hearing with
faith?

_____________________________

13. Gal. 3:3.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M Anyone who does not end the way they began (in their covenant relationship with God) is foolish.} 
m You have not started the way you began: having started with the Spirit, you are now ending with the flesh

(3a).
=> You are foolish.

Marker: None, other than the closed question which implies an E.
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{non-relig./common sense/do not modify what is working (likelihood)} 3:3

- addressees/spiritual history (fact) 3:3
Other: While the silent major premise can be associated with a topic related to change in general (as

here), it can also be linked to the more specific, theological theme of the unchanging nature of
God and of the covenant relationship with God.    

RSV:  3 Are you so foolish? Having begun with the Spirit, are you now ending with the flesh?

_____________________________

14. Gal. 3:4.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M Anyone who experiences “so much [of the Spirit] for nothing (eijkh/̀)” [by learning nothing about God
from it]  is foolish.}

m You [appear to] have experienced so much for nothing.
{=> You are foolish (3:3a).} 

Marker: None, other than the closed question which implies an E.
Basis:
Intensity: high (this is a strong arg. with an important emotional element, for the author is arousing a sense

of shame in the addressees.
Themes: -{non-relig./common sense/learning from experience (value)} 3:4

- addressees/spiritual history (likelihood) 3:4
Other: (a) in this entire section (3:1-5), Paul's argumentation seeks to ridicule the Galatians' position by

showing that it is “foolish,” i.e. in contradiction with their own beliefs and experience (see P/OT
276-79); (b) as in the E. in 3:3, the silent major premise is associated with a common topic
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related to general common sense, although it can also be linked to a more specific topic in the
domain of spiritual experience (i.e. not simply learning from experience, but learning about God
through experience of God).     

RSV:  4 Did you experience so many things in vain? —if it really is in vain. 

_____________________________

15. Gal. 3:5.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M The disposition which continues to draw God's gift of the Spirit will (likely) still please him.}
m God’s gift of the Spirit and miracles are drawn by believing what you hear, not by the works of the law.
{=> Believing what you hear, and not the works of the law, is the disposition which still pleases God.}

Marker: None, other than the closed question which implies an E.
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel/God/character/responses to human attitudes (truth)} 3:5

- addressees/spiritual history/present experience (fact; sure sign) 3:5
Other: this is the same E. as 3:2, but with a slightly different major premise and a reference to the entire

spiritual experience of the Galatians, not simply to the initial experience.
RSV: 5 Does he who supplies the Spirit to you and works miracles among you do so by works of the

law, or by hearing with faith?

_____________________________

16. Gal. 3:2,5.

Preferred approach: .relational (four term) syllogism, of form M. All A have “relationship X “ to all B; m. a is an
A and b is a B; => a has “relationship X” to b. 

{M Whatever can be said about an experience can be said about its source.}
m The Spirit and miracles are the experiences, God is their source.
=> Whatever can be said about the experience of the Spirit and miracles can also be said about God. 

Marker: ou\n
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{non-relig./common sense/cause and effect (likelihood)} 3:2,5

- relig./Israel and Chr./God/workings amongst his people (truth) 3:2,5
Other: This is not the arg. in 3:5 but the underlying inference that permits to warrant the passage from

the E. in 3:2 to that in 3:5. As such it is not a “surface” E.
RSV*:  2 Let me ask you only this: Did you receive the Spirit by works of the law, or by hearing with

faith? [...] 5 [Therefore (ou\n)], does he who supplies the Spirit to you and works miracles among
you do so by works of the law, or by hearing with faith?

_____________________________

17. Gal 3:6-7.

Preferred approach: three syllogisms are required (structure of an epikheirema). 

{M1 Anyone who receives Abraham’s inheritance from God is Abraham’s son.}
{m1 Righteousness is Abraham’s inheritance from God.}

{M3 => Anyone who receives righteousness is Abraham’s son.}
{M2 Anyone who does what Abraham did to be receive righteousness will receive 

righteousness (possibly an echo of Isa 45:25: "In the LORD all the offspring of Israel
will be justified and glorified.")}

m2 Abraham believed God to receive righteousness (v.6; quoting and interpreting Gen
15:6).
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{m3 => Anyone who believes God will receive righteousness.}
=> Anyone who believes God is Abraham’s son (7).

Marker: 5"2fH ... –D" ...
Basis: Scriptural E. While this argument is inductive more than it is deductive, it contains an inference

nonetheless and can be called an E.
Literature: Disagree: Kennedy  sees in 3:6-9 a single enthymeme, but his syllogistic analysis is unclear: “The

true sons of Abraham are ‘men of faith’; Abraham was promised that in him ‘all nations’ would
be blessed; therefore those who are men of faith are blessed with Abraham who had faith”
(Kennedy 1984, 149). Anderson works out five syllogisms underlying 3:6-14 (I have 7), but his
syllogistic analysis is also unclear (Anderson 139-141). 

Intensity: high
Themes: -{non-relig./social/inheritance (truth)} 3:7-8 #1

-{relig./Israel/covenant/righteousness is promised to Abraham as covenant member (truth)}
3:7-8 #1
-{relig./Israel/covenant/relation to Abraham (truth; value)} 3:7-8 #2
-{relig./Israel and Chr./covenant/Abraham as model of righteousness (truth; value) 3:7-8 #2
- texts/Israel/Gen 15:6 (fact; direct quote) 3:7-8 #3
-{relig./Chr./gospel/how to receive righteousness (truth)} 3:7-8 #3

Other: If indeed there is an echo of Isa 45:25 here, Paul's shift from “descendants of Israel” to “sons of
Abraham” is in harmony with his overt preference for the Abrahamic covenant expressed
elsewhere in Galatians (see 3:17; 4:21-31). 

RSV: 6 Thus (5"2fH) Abraham “believed God, and it was reckoned to him as righteousness.” 7 So
(–D") you see that it is men of faith who are the sons of Abraham. 

_____________________________

18. Gal 3:8-9.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M All people are justified by God (and blessed in Abraham) in the same way.}
m The Gentiles are justified by God (and blessed in Abraham) through faith [and not law] (v.8; quoting Gen

18:18 and 12:3).
=> All people are justified by God (and blessed in Abraham) through faith [and not law] (9).

Marker: òFJ, (translate “for this reason” in the NRSV).
Basis: Script. E.
Literature: Agree: Hansen, partially; he sees an inference from v.8b to v.9 (Hansen 1989, 115,120).
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel/God/impartiality (truth; value)} 3:8-9

- texts/Israel/Gen 18:18 and 12:3 (fact; direct quote) 3:8-9
Other:
RSV*: 8 And the scripture, foreseeing that God would justify the Gentiles by faith, preached the gospel

beforehand to Abraham, saying, “In you shall all the nations be blessed.” 9 So then (òFJ,), those
who are men of faith are blessed with Abraham who had faith.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 3:9-10
REASON: consecutive (not inferential) gavr.
RSV:  9 So then, those who are men of faith are blessed with Abraham who had faith.10 For all who rely on works of
the law are under a curse...

_____________________________

19. Gal 3:10.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

M "Cursed is everyone who does not observe and obey all the things written in the book of the law" (Deut
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27:26; cf. 28:58).
{m No one who relies on the works of the law is able to observe and obey all the things written in the book of

the law.}
=> All who rely on the works of the law are under a curse.

Marker: (X(D"BJ"4 (VD 
Basis: Scriptural E.
Literature: Agree: Hansen (1989, 117,120).
Intensity: high (highly controversial argument).
Themes: - texts/Israel/Deut 27:26 (fact; direct quote) 3:10

-{relig./Israel/covenant/universal inability to obey all Torah  (truth)} 3:10
Other:
RSV:  10 For all who rely on works of the law are under a curse; for it is written ((X(D"BJ"4 (VD),

“Cursed be every one who does not abide by all things written in the book of the law, and do
them.” 

_____________________________

20. Gal 3:11.

Preferred approach: syll.

M All who are justified are justified through living by  faith (v. 11b; Hab 2:4 [oJ divkaio~ ejk pivstew~ zhvsetai]
quoted and given a particular interpretation; cf. Rom 1:17). 

{m No one seeking justification through the law lives by faith} (this missing premiss is established partially
in the next verse).

=> No one seeking justification through the law is justified (11a).

Marker: ÔJ4
Basis: Scriptural E..
Intensity: high. The use of Scripture and  the characterization of the conclusion as  dhl̀on (“clear, obvious”)

increase the  intensity.  
Themes: - texts/Israel/Hab 2:4 (fact; direct quote) 3:11

-{current text/later/conclusion of next arg. in 3:12 (truth)} 3:11
Other: 3:11-12 can be seen as a single arg., the conclusion of which is 11a. The E. in 3:12 helps to

establish the missing major premise of 3:11, namely that “No one seeking justification through 
the law lives by faith.” I hesitate nonetheless to call 3:11-12 an epikheirema because there is a
missing step (a silent enthymeme) which Paul omits between the conclusion of 3:12 and the
missing premiss of 3:11 (presumably for the sake of brevity): no one seeking justification through 
the law lives by faith, FOR the law does not promise justification to those who have faith (this
silent arg. rests on the likelihood that no one who understands that justification comes through
faith would seek justification through a system that does not “reward” faith).

RSV: 11 Now it is evident ( dhl̀on) that no man is justified before God by the law; for (ÔJ4) “He who
through faith is righteous shall live”;

_____________________________

21. Gal 3:12.

Preferred approach: contrarium (conjunctive syllogism of the form NOT [A AND B]; NOW A; => NOT B). 

{M A legal/religious system cannot promise life (justification) as a reward BOTH for doing works AND for
living by faith.}

m The law promises justification as a reward for doing works (oJ poihvsa~ aujta; zhvsetai ejn aujtoì~ ; Lev 18:5
quoted and interpreted). 

=> The law does not promise justification as a reward for living by faith. 

Note: While the E. of 3:12 establishes one of the premises of the syll. in 3:11, there is a missing
enthymematic step: “The law does not rest on faith, THEREFORE no one under the law is likely to live by
faith.” This can be solved syllogistically: M No one seeking justification by the  the law would live by a
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principle on which the law does not rest; m The law does not rest on faith; =>No one under the law would
live by faith.

Marker: •88V
Basis: Script. E.
Intensity: high
Themes: -{non-relig./ social/legal systems/coherence; existence of a “spirit of the law” (truth)} 3:12

- texts/Israel/Lev 18:5 (fact; direct quote) 3:12 
Other: see comments for 3:11.
RSV: 12 but the law does not rest on faith, for (•88V) “He who does them shall live by them.”

_____________________________

22. Gal 3:13.

Preferred approach: syll.

M "Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree." (Deut 21:23)
{m Christ hung on a tree} (after committing of a crime punishable by death and executed; Deut 21:22).
=> Christ became a curse (13).

Marker: ÓJ4 (X(D"BJ"4
Basis: Scriptural E.
Literature: Agree: Kennedy 1984, 149.
Intensity: low. The conclusion of this E. is a participial clause (“Christ became a curse for us”) subordinate

to the main clause (“Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law”). 
Themes: - texts/Israel/Deut 21:22 (fact; direct quote) 3:13

-{texts/Chr./oral gospel trad./crucifixion of Jesus (fact)} 3:13
Other: There is an element of metalepsis in this proof by Scripture: Paul refers to the entire law about

exposed bodies of criminals in Deut 21:22-23;  (b) Paul's claim is not only that Christ was cursed,
but that Christ became a curse for us. Thus the rationale from Scripture backs up only for one
part of his claim. 

RSV: 13 Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us—for it is written
(ÓJ4 (X(D"BJ"4), “Cursed be every one who hangs on a tree”—

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 3:13-14.
REASON: While the purpose clauses contain inferential value, they are to be seen as explanations and not
arguments. 
RSV: 13 Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having become a curse for us—for it is written, “Cursed be
every one who hangs on a tree”— 14 that (i{na) in Christ Jesus the blessing of Abraham might come upon the
Gentiles, that (i{na) we might receive the promise of the Spirit through faith.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 3:16.
REASON:This is not an argument but an affirmation regarding how to interpret Christologically the OT promise
to Abraham’s spevrma (Gen 13:15; 15:18; 17:8; 22:18?). This affirmation will serve as a minor premiss to
establish a key argumentative point in 3:29. In other words, we are dealing with a disjointed enthymeme (see
analysis of 3:29).
RSV: 16 Now the promises were made to Abraham and to his offspring; it does not say, “And to offsprings,as of
many; but it says, “And to your offspring,” that is, to one person, who is Christ [...] 29 And if you belong to Christ,
then you are Abraham’s offspring, heirs according to the promise.

_____________________________

23. Gal 3:18.

Preferred approach: contrarium (conjunctive syll.).
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M The inheritance (680D@<@:\") cannot come BOTH from the law AND from the promise to Abraham
(18a).

m God granted the inheritance to Abraham through the promise [as a gift of grace] (18b). 
{=> The inheritance cannot come through the law.}

Marker: ,Æ... @Û6XJ4.../*X... (IF... THEN NO LONGER.../BUT...).
Basis:
Literature: Hansen appears to agree with my treatment; he views 3:18 as an arg. from theses presented as

incompatible (Hansen 1989, 88).
Intensity: high (serves as conclusion and succinct summary of the arg. in 3:15-18). 
Themes: - relig./Israel/God/coherence of God’s dispensations (truth; hierarchy) 3:18

- texts/Israel/story of Abraham in Gen (fact) 3:18     
Other: (a) this is an example of an E. with a suppressed conclusion; (a) the (VD at the beginning of v. 18

is not inferential/ but explanatory (“indeed”); (c) implication of the major premiss: there must be
a both hierarchy and coherence of divine covenantal acts, and the source of inheritance is one.

RSV: 18 For if the inheritance is by the law, it is no longer by promise; but God gave it to Abraham by a
promise.

_____________________________

24. Gal 3:19b-20.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M Any dispensation involving more than one messenger is an accommodation to humans (and not pure
divine revelation).} 

m [The law was given through the hands of] a mediator (Moses) which implies more than one messenger,
whereas God is one. (ref. to Deut 6:4).}

{=> The law is an accommodation to humans, not pure divine revelation.}

Marker: none, except the oppositions indicated by the two  dev (“now...but...”) of v.20.
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel/revelation/modes and mediators (truth; value)} 3:19b-20

- texts/Israel/story of the revelation of the Torah in Exod (fact) 3:19b-20
Other: (a) example of an E. with a suppressed conclusion; (b) this solution is inspired from the solution

proposed by Siegert p.193: (M. “A mediator (such as Moses) is always a mediator between 2
parties”; m. “But God is one”; => ”The law is an accommodation to the people of Israel, not pure
divine wisdom.” See also Betz, 171-3); (b) use of the common topic of quantity, this time with
the idea that unity is better than diversity;  it can be used the other way around (see P/OT 115-
119).

RSV: 19 Why then the law? It was added because of transgressions, till the offspring should come to
whom the promise had been made; and it was ordained by angels through an intermediary. 20

Now (de;) an intermediary implies more than one; but  (de;) God is one.

_____________________________

25. Gal 3:21

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M: Any divine dispensation which opposes (i.e.  cancels) a previous one (God's prior promises) must provide
a better way to righteousness.}  

m: The law does not provide righteousness [whereas the promises do].
=> The law is not opposed to the promises of God.

Note: Technically, the minor premise above is the conclusion of another E. signalled by the "if... then..."
of 3:21b:
 M If a law gives life, then it would provides righteousness.
{m The law does not give life.} (this is conclusion of the E. in v.22).
{=> The law does not provide righteousness.}
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Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel/covenant/justification and righteousness as highest values (value; hierarchy)} 3:21

- relig./Israel/covenant/inability of Torah to give life (truth) 3:21
Other: (a) 3:21-22 constitutes a single argument (sorites of 3 Es.). The conclusion of the E. in v.22

serves as minor premise to the second E. in v.21. (b) Underlying this arg. is a common topic
related to change: what works is to be continued; the burden of proof is on those who wish to
argue for the necessity of a change. 

RSV: 21 Is the law then against the promises of God? Certainly not; for if (,Æ (VD) a law had been given
which could make alive, then righteousness would indeed (–<) be by the law. 

_____________________________

26. Gal 3:21b-22a.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M All things imprisoned under the power of sin are unable to give life (i.e. the Holy Spirit).} (Reference to
Torah teaching that the Spirit cannot touch what is soiled by sin?).

m The Scripture has imprisoned all things (including the law) under the power of sin (22a).
=> The law is unable to provide life (21b).

Marker: ajllav
Basis:
Intensity: low
Themes: -{relig./Israel/God/holiness (truth; value)} 3:21b-22a

- relig./Chr. and Israel/universality of the power of sin (truth) 3:21b-22a
Other: 3:21-22 constitutes a single argument (sorites of 3 Es.). The conclusion of the E. in v.22 serves as

minor premise to the second E. in v.21.
RSV:  22 But (ajlla;) the scripture consigned all things to sin, that what was promised to faith in Jesus

Christ might be given to those who believe.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 3:22.
REASON: This is an explanation and not an argument. However, it has some inferential value and as such can be
analysed as a syllogism: M: For the promise to be guaranteed, all competitors which could cancel it must be
eliminated; m: Scripture (i.e. God) wants to guarantee that the promise of righteousness be given to all believers in
Jesus (the Ë<" clause rephrased); => Scripture has imprisoned all things (i.e. all competitors) under the power of
sin.
 RSV: 22 But the scripture consigned all things to sin, that (Ë<") what was promised to faith in Jesus Christ might
be given to those who believe.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 3:23-24.
REASON: both the òFJ, and the Ë<" introduce explanations, not rationale statements.
RSV:  23 Now before faith came, we were confined under the law, kept under restraint until faith should be
revealed. 24 So that (òFJ,) the law was our custodian until Christ came, that (Ë<") we might be justified by faith.

_____________________________

27. Gal 3:25-26.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

{M Anyone who is considered a son (LÊ`H) is no longer subject to a custodian (B"4*"(T(`H).}
m You/we are all sons of God through faith (26).
=> You/we are no longer subject to a custodian (25).
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Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: low
Themes: -{non-relig./social/children and custodians (likelihood)} 3:25-26

- relig./Chr./covenant/believers are children of God (truth) 3:25-26
Other: (a) 3:25-27 is a sorites or chain of 2 Es.; (b) Paul explains this argument in more detail in 4:1-7;

(c) Betz does not view 3:25-26 as an argument, but makes of v.26 the beginning of a new
argument and paragraph. This however is an unlikely analysis, in view of the fact that Paul
repeats and clarifies the same argument of 3:25-26 in 4:4-5 (adoption as sons frees us from the
disciplinarian); (d) this arg. is from a metaphor; it is a deduction however, not an analogy. (e)
In this image, the term son refers to the child whose education in completed, and who has been
conferred full status of sonship.

RSV: 25 But now that faith has come, we are no longer under a custodian; 26 for ((VD) in Christ Jesus
you are all sons of God, through faith.

_____________________________

28. Gal 3:26-27.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

{M Anyone who has clothed themself (ejnduomai) with the son of God has become a son of God.}
m All of you who are baptized into Christ have clothed yourselves with Christ, the son of God (27). 
=> All of you who are baptized into Christ have become sons of God (26).

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: -{non relig./human./experience of putting on clothes (truth)} 3:26-27

- relig./Chr./covenant/meaning and effect of baptism (truth) 3:26-27
Other: 3:25-27 is a sorites or chain of 2 Es.; (b) argument from a metaphor (not an analogy). (c)

Agree: Betz, partially. He adds that here Paul arguing from the liturgy of baptism (Betz 184-5).
RSV: 26 for in Christ Jesus you are all sons of God, through faith. 27 For  ((VD) as many of you as were

baptized into Christ have put on Christ. 

_____________________________

29. Gal 3:28.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

M All people in Christ are one (28b).
{m1 Jew and Greek are not one, but distinct.}
{m2 Slave and free are not one, but distinct.}
{m3 Male and female are not one, but distinct.}
=> Among Christians there are no longer Jew and Greek, slave and free, male and female distinctions (28a).

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: - relig./Chr./covenant/unity of believers in Christ (truth; hierarchy of values) 3:28

-{non-relig./social/divisions and classes within Greco-Roman society (facts)} 3:28
Other: case where the minor premiss is silent.
RSV: 28 There is neither Jew nor Greek, there is neither slave nor free, there is neither male nor female;

for ((VD) you are all one in Christ Jesus.

_____________________________

30. Gal 3:29.

Preferred approach: syllogistic (involving a conditional premiss).
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{M If you belong to Christ, then you share in all the promises to Christ (for God sees you as one with him;
3:28).}

m God's promises of inheritance to Abraham's offspring (FBXD:") were intended for Christ (and only Christ;
see Gal 3:16). 

=> If you belong to Christ, then you share in the promises of inheritance given to Abraham (i.e. in Christ you
are also “the offspring” [singular] of Abraham).

Note 1: crucial here is how Paul obtains the minor premise of this E. earlier (in 3:16), using a
(rabbinical?) argument from grammatical literalness: X's intention Y is interpreted correctly only if its
grammar is respected literally (X = God; Y = God's promises to Abraham in Gen 13:15; 17:8; 24:7).

Note 2: a second syllogism, whose major premise is the conclusion of the syllogism above, is understood: 
M If you belong to Christ (,Æ *¥ ß:,ÃH OB4DJ@Ø), then you share in the promise of being heirs according to
the promise; {m All of you who are one in Christ (3:28) and who have clothed yourselves with Christ
through baptism (3:27) “belong to Christ”}; {=>You share in the promise of being heirs according to the
promise.} 

Marker: ,Æ ... –D" ... (IF ... THEN ...).
Basis:
Intensity: high (a concluding E. which caps and summarizes an argumentative subsection).
Themes: -{relig./Chr./covenant/benefits of union with Christ (truth)} 3:29

- current text/previous/Christ as sole offspring of Abraham, 3:16 (truth) 3:29
Other: (a) Siegert refers to Paul's tendency to argue elliptically, relying on premises worked out in

another context of the epistle, sometimes implicitly (Siegert 193). This is an interesting case
where a missing premise necessary to an E. is stated elsewhere in the argumentation. (b) A
similar argument is given in 4.7b: “And if a son, then also an heir, through God.” (c) This
argument relies on definitions which Paul and his readers must view as accepted conventions:
here it is especially the definition of “belonging to Christ” and its link with “being one with
Christ” (Siegert 195). 

RSV: 29 And if  (,Æ) you are Christ’s, then  (–D") you are Abraham’s offspring (FBXD:"), heirs
according to promise.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 4:6.
REASON: ÓJ4 introduces an explanation and not an E.
RSV: 6 And because (ÓJ4) you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba! Father!”

_____________________________

31. Gal. 4:6-7a.

Preferred approach: topic of the sure sign.

{M Anyone in whose heart the the Spirit is crying "Abba! Father!" to God is a son of God and not his slave.} 
m God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, "Abba! Father!" (4:6).
=> We are all no longer slaves but sons (4:7).

Marker: òFJ,
Basis: Paul is establishing proof that he and his addressees are indeed “sons of God.”
Intensity: high (concluding E. of an entire section).
Themes: -{non-relig./human./a child’s instinctive recognition of their own parents (sure sign)} 4:6-7a

- relig./Chr./covenant/give of the Spirit to all believers (truth) 4:6-7a
Other:
RSV:  6 And because you are sons, God has sent the Spirit of his Son into our hearts, crying, “Abba!

Father!” 7 So (òFJ,) through God you are no longer a slave but a son, and if a son then an heir.

_____________________________

32. Gal 4:8-9.
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Preferred approach: syll.

{M Any ex-slave who returns to a weak and beggarly ex-master is being foolish.}
m You are ex-slaves returning to your weak and beggarly ex-masters (the “ elemental spirits” which are not

gods; v.8-9). 
=> You are foolish (“how can you turn back again...?”; v.9).

Marker: None, other than the form of the question (BäH ... ;) that implies the foolishness of the Galatians'
tendency (the unstated conclusion of the E.). 

Basis: argumentative reproof  (somewhat analogous to a contrarium in form). 
Intensity: high (heightened by the element of shame/ridicule).
Themes: -{non-relig./social/slavery/manumission (truth; value; hierarchy)} 4:8-9

- addressees/spiritual history/present state (fact) 4:8-9
Other: (a) this is a deduction from a metaphor (slavery) applied to the readers’ spiritual state; (b) there

is an element of induction from analogy in this argument: what you are doing is analogous to a
freed slave going back to his/her oppressive master; yet is goes further than induction, as the
slavery image is used as a crucial and indispensable lense for understanding the spiritual reality
involved; (c) parallel with the Es. of 3:2,3,4,5: it can be argued that this arg. echoes a 
presupposition seen earlier, in this case the topic related to change: what works is to be
continued; the burden of proof is on those who wish to bring about a change (seen in 3:1-5).

RSV: 8 Formerly, when you did not know God, you were in bondage to beings that by nature are no
gods; 9 but now that you have come to know God, or rather to be known by God, how (BäH) can
you turn back again to the weak and beggarly elemental spirits, whose slaves you want to be once
more?

_____________________________

33. Gal 4:9b-10

Preferred approach: topic of the sure sign.

{M Anyone who goes back to observing special days, and months, and seasons, and years, is turning away
from God and back to the weak and beggarly elemental spirits.}

m You are observing special days, and months, and seasons, and years (10).
=> You are turning away from God and back to the weak and beggarly elemental spirits (9b).

Marker: none (paratactic structure).
Basis: Paul is establishing proof of the Galatians' guilt.
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./univ., Israel and  Chr./practises of a weak religion of bondage (sure sign)} 4:9b-10

- addresses/spiritual history/present practises and tendencies (fact) 4:9b-10
Other: Paul is making a sweeping move in painting the “ideological landscape” (Eriksson,

[forthcoming]) of his argumentation, opposing both pagan idolatry and submission to the Torah -
which he associates with weak elemental spirits - to life with the true God through faith.

RSV: 9 but now that you have come to know God, or rather to be known by God, how can you turn back
again to the weak and beggarly elemental spirits, whose slaves you want to be once more? 10 You
observe days, and months, and seasons, and years!

_____________________________

Gal 4:12-20: Emotional plea to return to Paul and his Gospel.

_____________________________

34. Gal 4:12.

Preferred approach: topical

This is the common topic of reciprocity of action in friendship (Betz  222), used in an exhortation: person
Y should do good deed A for person X, for X did A for Y. One (somewhat incomplete) way to paraphrase
this is:
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{M A gesture of friendship among two equals should be reciprocated.} (see Betz 222).
m Paul’s becoming as the Galatians is a gesture of friendship among two equals.
=> Paul’s becoming as the Galatians should be reciprocated by the Galatians becoming like Paul (12a).

Marker: ÓJ4
Basis: Par. E. Paul is establishing a motivating factor for an action.
Intensity: low because this is not logically binding. However, the affectionate, pleading tone (devomai uJmwǹ;

Morris 137) intensifies the emotional effect. The style (brevity, chiastic structure) adds to the
psychological effect. The gnomic form creates an effect of paradox (Betz calls this passage a
“gnomic paradox”, p. 221).

Themes: -{non-relig./social/friendship/reciprocity, equality (value)} 4:12
- Paul/history of relations with addressees/Paul’s love for the Galatians (fact; gnomic form)
4:12

Other: Expressions of friendship in the form of “becoming like” the other person, to the point of sharing
in their misfortunes, were taken as sure signs of friendship in the common opinion of the ancient
world (Betz 222), for friendship had to be proven in the ancient world which was structured by
relations of inequality and where the intimate rapport of amicitia was a rare and valued
occurrence. The reasoning of friendship makes sense on the emotional plane and in the light of 1
Cor 9:19-23: since I, Paul, have become like you, a person without Torah, to proclaim the gospel
to you, I beg you to reciprocate by remaining like me as “Christians outside the Jewish Torah”;
this would be a sure sign of your true friendship for me (see Betz 221-223). 

RSV:  12 Brethren, I beseech you, become as I am, for (ÓJ4)  I also have become as you are...

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 4:17.
REASON: this is not an arg. (its structure is “not this but rather that”), although it has an enthymematic element
(it can be read as “this is not the case, FOR that is the case”). 
RSV:17 They make much of you, but for no good purpose;(•88V) they want to shut you out, that you may make
much of them. 

_____________________________

In Gal 4:21-31 is Paul’s final argument from Scripture (Gen 21, Isa 54) to establish the superiority of faith over
the law. The main argument is allegorical.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 4:24-26.
REASON: While it could be argued that (VD introduces the rationale for the claim of allegory, what follows it
constitutes more of an expository passage on the allegory and thus its inferences are complex.
RSV:  24 Now this is an allegory: ((VD; not translated) these women are two covenants. One is from Mount Sinai,
bearing children for slavery; she is Hagar. 25 Now Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia; she corresponds to the present
Jerusalem, for she is in slavery with her children. 26 But the Jerusalem above is free, and she is our mother.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 4:25.
REASON: This presents itself as an E., but the inferences within allegorical interpretation (such as this one) are
idiosyncratic and transcend logical or rational description.
RSV: 25 Now Hagar is Mount Sinai in Arabia; she corresponds to the present Jerusalem, for ((VD) she is in slavery
with her children.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 4:26-28.
REASON: the arg. which establishes the “Jerusalem above” as the true mother of Gentile believers and all
believers (the inference is in v. 26) is allegorical. “The aptness of the quotation is not immediately evident” (Hays
1983, 118), and is done in an “allusive, echo-laden manner” (119). Hence we are dealing with far more than an E. 
Wisse has proposed the following syllogism as supporting the arg.: {M All children of the promise have Sarah as
their mother (paraphrase of Paul’s interpretation of Is 54:1)}; m We are children of the promise (28); => Sarah is
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our mother (26b; Wisse 1996, 2).  
RSV: 26 But the Jerusalem above is free, and she is our mother. 27 For it is written ((X(D"BJ"4 (VD) ,“Rejoice, O
barren one who does not bear; break forth and shout, you who are not in travail; for the children of the desolate one
are many more than the children of her that is married.” 28 Now (dev) we, brethren, like Isaac, are children of
promise.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 4:30.
REASON: This OT “enthymeme” is applied to the present situation by Paul through allegorical correspondences.
Again, enthymemes within allegorical reasoning are idiosyncratic.   
 30 But what does the scripture say? “Cast out the slave and her son; for ((VD) the son of the slave shall not inherit
with the son of the free woman.” 

_____________________________

Gal 5:1-12: paraenesis and supplication; contains enthymemes, many of which are paraenetic, i.e. composed of
commandments backed up by “motivating expressions.”

_____________________________

35. Gal 5:1.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M No one who has been redeemed from the yoke of slavery “for freedom” should submit again to slavery's
yoke.}

m For freedom Christ has set you free (5:1a).
=> You should not submit again to the yoke of slavery.
=> do not submit again to the yoke of slavery. (5:1b).

Marker: @Þ<
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low.
Themes: -{non-relig./social/slavery/manumission (truth; value; hierarchy)} 5:1-2

- relig./Chr./covenant/freedom in Christ (truth; value) 5:1-2
Other: compare with E. solution in Gal 4:8-9. The syllogism are similar.
RSV: 1 For freedom Christ has set us free; stand fast therefore (@Þ<), and do not submit again to a yoke

of slavery.

_____________________________

36. Gal 5:2-4

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M To everyone who is obliged to obey the entire law, Christ will be of no benefit.} 
m Every man who lets himself be circumcized that he is obliged to obey the entire law (6:3).
=> To every man who lets himself be circumcized, Christ will be of no benefit  (6:2). 

Marker: none, other than Paul's emphatic :"DJbD@:"4 *¥ BV84<... ÓJ4 (ONCE AGAIN I TESTIFY
THAT). On the surface, the structure is paratactic. But the rationale statement is in fact
“introduced,” not by a syntactical marker, but by a “meta-communicative clause” which
introduces it as an arg. (Hellholm 124). 

Basis: par. E. While there is no syntactic marker, it is clear that v.3 is the rationale for the startling
statement of v.2.

Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel and Chr./covenant/mutual exclusiveness of Law and Christ as means of

justification (truth)} 5:2-4
- relig./Israel/covenant/unity and coherence of Torah as means of justification (truth) 5:2-4

Other:
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RSV:  2 Now I, Paul, say to you that if you receive circumcision, Christ will be of no advantage to you. 
3  I testify again (:"DJbD@:"4 *¥ BV84<) to every man who receives circumcision that he is bound
to keep the whole law. 4 You are severed from Christ, you who would be justified by the law; you
have fallen away from grace. 

_____________________________

37. Gal 5:3-4.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M Anyone who is obliged to obey the entire law has “fallen away from” grace (i.e. the principle of grace can
no longer apply to that person; principle developed in Rom 4:1-8).}

m You who want to be justified by the law are obliged to obey the entire law (3).
=> You who want to be justified by the law have ...have fallen away from grace (4).

Marker: none. Paratactic structure.
Basis: v.4 appears to be a conclusion inferred from v.3, just as v.2 is  (they are closely connected).
Intensity: high
Themes: -{relig./Israel/covenant/justification through works of Torah excludes grace principle (truth)}

5:3-4
- relig./Israel/covenant/unity and coherence of Torah as means of justification(truth) 5:3-4

Other: Another way to look at this passage is to see 5:3 as an enthymematic warning. An illustration of
such an warning is the well-known “trespassers will be prosecuted,” which implies the following
par.E: “Do not trespass; for trespassers will be prosecuted.” The warning is in fact the major
premiss.   

RSV:  3 I testify again to every man who receives circumcision that he is bound to keep the whole law. 4

You are severed from Christ, you who would be justified by the law; you have fallen away from
grace. 

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 5:4-5.
REASON: This could be viewed as an E. but the inference is unclear and loose at best.
RSV:  4 You are severed from Christ, you who would be justified by the law; you have fallen away from grace. 5 For
((D) through the Spirit, by faith, we wait for the hope of righteousness.

_____________________________

38. Gal 5:5-6. 

Preferred approach:  2 syllogisms).

{M Anyone hoping to receive righteousness will live by a principle that counts for something (J4 ÆFPb,4) on
the scale of righteousness.}

m In Christ, the only that counts toward righteousness is faith.
{=>/M Anyone hoping to receive righteousness will live by faith.}
{m We (Christians) hope to receive righteousness.}
=> We await righteousness through faith (by the Spirit).

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: low 
Themes: -{non-relig./common sense/systems of merit and reward (truth)} 5:5-6 #1

- current text/previous/justification is through faith alone, established in 3:1-13 (truth;
value) 5:5-6 #1
-{relig./univ., Israel, Chr./ means to attain salvation (truth)} 5:5-6 #2
-{relig./Chr./justification, highest shared aim (value) 5:5-6 #2

Other: many statements are not central to the argument itself, although they function as qualifiers and
precisions that are important on other levels: “through the Spirit,” “neither circumcision nor
uncircumcision counts for anything,” “...working through love.”
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RSV: 5 For through the Spirit, by faith, we wait for the hope of righteousness. 6 For  ((D) in Christ
Jesus neither circumcision nor uncircumcision is of any avail, but faith working through love. 

_____________________________

39. Gal 5:11.

Preferred approach: (a) topic of the likely sign; (b) sorites (chain of 2 Es./syllogims):

M1 Any teaching which upholds the necessity of circumcision will not contain a source of offense to Jews (or
to the circumcising opponents?; 11b). 
{M2 Any teaching devoid of any source of offense (F6V<*"8@<) will not cause persecution.}
m2 Paul's teaching is still causing persecution (11a).

{m1 => Paul's teaching still contains a source of offense.} 
=> Paul’s preaching does not retain the necessity of circumcision (11a).

Marker: –D"
Basis:
Intensity: high
Themes: - Chr. world/opponents/circumcision as point of contention for Jews and Judaizers (value)

5:11 #1
-{non-relig./social/offense and reaction (sign; likelihood)} 5:11 #2 
- Paul/ministry/opposition to Paul  (fact) 5:11 #2
-{Paul/ministry/cause of opposition to Paul (truth)} 5:11 #1

Other: (a) this arg. can also be treated as a contrarium (Kraus 1206-07):  NOT “preaching without
scandal” AND “persecution”; BUT NOW “persecution”; THEREFORE NOT “preaching without
scandal.” What is important here is that Paul attributes this to the “scandal of the cross,” i.e. to
his insistence that the cross renders circumcision useless for justification; (b) Betz calls this arg.
“puzzling”: “What the apostle has in mind will in all likelihood always be hidden from our
knowledge” (Betz 268). (c) The arg. is not a strong one, since the major premiss M1 is weak.
Circumcision the certainly not the only religious value of the offended party.

RSV: 11 But if I, brethren, still preach circumcision, why am I still persecuted? In that case  (–D") the
stumbling block (JÎ F6V<*"8@<) of the cross has been removed.

_____________________________

Gal 5:13-6:10. Paraenetical section.

_____________________________

40. Gal 5:13b-14.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M To love your neighbour as yourself is to serve them.}
m "You shall love [one another] as yourself." (Lev 19:18)
=> You shall serve one another, through love. 

Marker: (VD
Basis: Par. E. AND Scriptural E.
Intensity: low.
Themes: -{pract./Israel/love of others requires service (truth; value)} 5:13b-14

- texts/Israel/Lev 19:18, the Golden Rule (fact; direct quote) 5:13b-14
Other: (a)Whereas the “Golden Rule” can be worked out in a minimalist sense (Lev 19:17-18: to love

your neighbour is not to hate him), Paul works it out here in a more far reaching sense as the
silent premise indicates. On this issue, see Ricoeur 1990, pp.392-97. (b) Another way to look at
this E. is to focus on the “fulfilment of the law”: “love one another, for in this way you will fulfill
the law.”

RSV: 13 For you were called to freedom, brethren; only do not use your freedom as an opportunity for
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the flesh, but through love be servants of one another. 14 For ((D) the whole law is fulfilled in
one word, “You shall love your neighbor as yourself.” 

_____________________________

41. Gal 5:16-17a.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M If your way of life depends on the will of a being, you cannot produce results that are opposed to the
desires of that being.}

m The desires of the Spirit are opposed to those of the flesh (17a). 
=> If your way of life depends on the will of the Spirit, you will not “gratify” the desires of  the flesh.

Marker: (VD
Basis: This E. is not composed of a commandment with a motivating expression, but rather of a

rationale statement (v.17) backing up the motivating expression (16b) of a commandment (16a).
Intensity: high. Presence of introductory statement levgw dev signifies that the following segment is

important.
Themes: -{non-relig./human./power, will, dependency (truth)} 5:16-17a

- relig./Chr. and Israel/opposition of flesh and spirit principles (truth) 5:16-17a
Other: It is noteworthy that Paul uses the language of slavery to build his “hardest” logic (for the use of

common social and cultural topics in NT argumentation, see Robbins 1996, 159-66, and 1998b,
192-93, 198-99, 202-03).

RSV*: 16 But I say, walk by the Spirit, and do not gratify the desires of the flesh. 17 For  ((VD) the desires
of the flesh are against the Spirit, and the desires of the Spirit are against the flesh...

_____________________________

42. Gal 5:17.

Preferred approach: syllogistic 

{M People opposed to one another also oppose each others' desires.}
m The flesh and the Spirit are opposed to one another (17b).
=> What the flesh desires is opposed to the Spirit, and what the Spirit desires is opposed to the flesh. (17a)

Marker: (VD 
Basis:
Intensity: low
Themes: -{non-relig./social/nature of interpersonal conflicts (likelihood; truth)} 5:17

- relig./Chr. and Israel/opposition of flesh and spirit principles (truth) 5:17
Other: While being very important to Paul's understanding of the life of faith, the enigmatic comment in

v.17 –  “to prevent you from doing what you want” – is not essential to the E. It carries
explanatory value. 

RSV: 17 For the desires of the flesh are against the Spirit, and the desires of the Spirit are against the
flesh; for ((VD) these are opposed to each other, to prevent you from doing what you would.

_____________________________

Gal 6:1-5 is a topoi or exhortative unit on a single theme (see Malherbe 1992, 320-5). 

_____________________________

43. Gal 6:1.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M Anyone aware that they too can be tempted ought to restore a transgressor in a spirit of gentleness.}
m You who are spiritual (oiJ pneumatikoi;) know that you too can be tempted.
=> You who are spiritual ought to restore a transgressor in a spirit of gentleness.
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Marker: participle skopwǹ interpreted argumentatively.
Basis: par.E.
Intensity: low
Themes: -{non relig./social/wisdom in relationships (truth; value)} 6:1

- relig./Israel and Chr./equality of all in weakness and sin  (truth) 6:1
Other:
RSV*: 1 Brethren, if a man is overtaken in any trespass, you who are spiritual (oiJ pneumatikoi;)

should restore him in a spirit of gentleness. Look to yourself (skopwǹ seauto;n), lest you too
be tempted.

_____________________________

44. Gal 6:2.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

{M You (as Christians) ought to do whatever fulfills the “law of Christ.”}
m Bearing one another's burdens fulfills the law of Christ (6:2b).
=> You ought to bear one another's burdens (6:2a).

Marker: kai; ou{to~  .
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low
Themes: -{pract./Chr./covenant/obedience to Christ as a key value (value)} 6:2

- pract./Chr./nature of friendship among believers (value) 6:2
Other: (a) Warrant here very close to 5:13b-14 (Golden Rule); (b) for Betz this is a gnomic saying (Betz

298). 
RSV: 2 Bear one another’s burdens, and (kai; ou{to~) so fulfil the law of Christ.

_____________________________

45. Gal 6:1b,3.

Preferred approach: syll.

{M No one wants to be deceiving themself.}
m Only those who do not to “look to themselves” (as potential transgressors) are deceiving themselves (3). 
=> Everyone should “look to themselves” (as potential transgressors) (1b) .

Marker: (VD
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low
Themes: -{non relig./human./self-worth, social image (value)} 6:2-3

- pract./ Chr. and Israel/importance of humility and fear of temptation (value) 6:2-3
Other: (a) Example of a disjointed E.: (v.2) separates conclusion and ratio. Paul could have placed these

statements in a more “rational” order, but this is not a section which requires argumentative
tightness. (b) This is in fact a hypothetical syllogism in the text, which is reformulated here as a
categorical syll.

RSV:  1 ... Look to yourself (skopwǹ seauto;n), lest you too be tempted [...] 3 For (ga;r) if any one thinks
he is something, when he is nothing, he deceives himself.

_____________________________

46. Gal 6:4-5.

Preferred approach: syllogistic

{M Anyone who boasts at the expense of another is carrying that other persons “load.”}
m No Christian should carry another’s load (<=> “All must carry their own load,” v.5).
=> No Christian should boast at the expense of another (4).
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Marker: (VD
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low: this E. is composed of a maxim supported by a maxim. It is serves to cap the teaching on

gentleness when correcting others in an elegant manner, and are argumentatively secondary.
Themes: -{non-relig./social/moral self-sufficiency results in  humility (value)} 6:4-5

- pract./Israel and Chr./personal moral responsibility of each believer (value; maxim) 6:4-5
Other: (a) the rationale (v.5) can be viewed as a maxim (and for Betz v.4 is also a maxim); (b) Betz

hesitates whether the  (VD of v.5 is enthymematic or whether it “could also be taken as simply
marking the addition of a similar statement,” or even as part of the maxim itself, “without any
connection to a context” (Betz 303); (c) the future tense vv.4-5 is not eschatological (Betz 304; 
Morris 180-2); (d) the notion of self-sufficiency is parallelled in Phil 4:11-13 (Betz).

RSV: 4 But let each one test his own work, and then his reason to boast will be in himself alone and not
in his neighbor. 5 For ((D) each man will have to bear his own load.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 6:7.
REASON: The gnomic “God is not mocked” corroborates the statement of 7b, but does not establish it (v.7b is  
actually proven by v.8. The (VD at the beginning of v.7b serves to introduce a “self-evident conclusion” and should
be translated “indeed” or the like (BAGD 152).
RSV:  7 Do not be deceived; God is not mocked, for ((D) whatever a man sows, that he will also reap. 

_____________________________

47. Gal 6:7b-8.

Preferred approach: topical (the parts and the whole: whatever covers all the parts covers the whole). The whole is
the sum of all the actions of a human being; the two parts are the actions “sowed to the flesh” and the actions
“sowed to the Spirit.” 

{M All works of a human being are sowed EITHER to the flesh OR to the Spirit.}   
m whatever is sowed the flesh is later reaped AND whatever is sowed to the Spirit is later reaped (8).
=> whatever works are sowed (i.e. all works) by a human being are later reaped (7b).

Marker: o{ti
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low. The conclusion is not highly controversial in the first place.
Themes: -{relig./Chr. and Israel/opposition of flesh and Spirit principles  (truth)} 6:7b-8

- relig./Israel/eschatology/consequences of moral behaviour (truth; value; maxim) 6:7b-8 
Other:
RSV*:  7 ...whatever a man sows, that he will also reap.  8 For (o{ti) he who sows to his own flesh will

from the flesh reap corruption; but he who sows to the Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life. 

_____________________________

48. Gal 6:8-9.

Preferred approach: relational (four-term) syllogism.

M Any farmer who wants to reap in due season (kairw`/ ijdivw/) must be perseverant in sowing (and other
preparatory work).(8; 9b)

{m Christians are a type of farmer; and well-doing is their sowing (and preparatory work; this is the “sowing
to the Spirit” of v. 8).}

=> Any Christian who wants to reap in due season must be perseverant in well-doing (9a).

Marker: (VD
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low (the conclusion is quite evident and not highly controversial).
Themes: - non-relig./social and cultural/farming/sowing and reaping (truth; maxim) 6:8-9

-{pract./Chr. and Israel/persererance in well-doing (truth; value)} 6:8-9
Other: (a) silent premise: metaphor from farming/incentive of future reward for present efforts; (b)
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expressed premise: perseverance (see Betz 309,c.2); (c) this arg. is worded as an E., but is at the
limit of the exemplum (analogy from farming). As an E. however, the arg. claims that Christians
truly are farmers on the spiritual plane (the arg. is not presented as an analogy), who must “reap”
and “sow,” and who will reap what they sow (this is established in vv.7-8).

RSV:  8 ... he who sows to his own flesh will from the flesh reap corruption; but he who sows to the
Spirit will from the Spirit reap eternal life.  9 And let us not grow weary in well-doing, for ((D)
in due season we shall reap, if we do not lose heart.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 6:9-10.
REASON: v.10 is actually an explanation or “fleshing out” of v.9, not a deduction.
RSV:  9 And let us not grow weary in well-doing, for in due season we shall reap, if we do not lose heart. 10 So then
(–D" @Þ<), as we have opportunity, let us do good to all men, and especially to those who are of the household of
faith.

_____________________________

Gal 6:11-18. Concluding remarks.

_____________________________

REJECT: Gal 6:13.
REASON: no expressed conclusion to go with v.13 as ratio. Disagree: Hansen sees in 6:13 an a fortiori arg.,or arg.
from the more and the less: “if the law-keepers themselves are under a curse since even they have not kept all the
law, then the risk of incurring a curse is even greater for Gentile believers who accept only certain items of the law
in order to identify with Israel” (Hansen 1989, 119-120). This interpretation requires some bold mirror-reading in
order get such a precise idea of the opponents’ identity (they are non-Gentiles) and of what they are asking the
Galatians to do. It appears that Paul is simply uncovering the opponents’ deceitfulness in giving the Galatians the
false impression that they are keeping the entire law. 
RSV: 13 For (ga;r) even those who receive circumcision do not themselves keep the law, but they desire to have you
circumcised that they may glory in your flesh. 

_____________________________

49. Gal 6:14-15.

Preferred approach: syllogistic.

{M May I never boasting of anything that is worth nothing.}
m Everything (even circumcision or non-circumcision) is worth nothing, except the cross which brings about

a new creation.
=> May I never boast of anything (even circumcision or non-circumcision) except the cross.

Marker: (VD
Basis:
Intensity: low
Themes: -{non-relig./common sense/wisdom in boasting (truth; value)} 6:14-15

- relig./Chr./gospel/cross /power to recreate; only thing worth boasting about (truth;value;
gnomic form) 6:14-15

Other:
RSV:  14 But far be it from me to glory except in the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ, by which the world

has been crucified to me, and I to the world. 15 For  ((D) neither circumcision counts for
anything, nor uncircumcision, but a new creation.

_____________________________

50. Gal 6:17.

Preferred approach: syllogistic
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{M Anyone who carries the marks of Jesus branded on their body should not be troubled.}
m “I carry the marks of Jesus branded on my body” (17b).
=> You should not make trouble for me.

Marker: (VD  
Basis: par. E.
Intensity: low
Themes: -{Chr.world/symbols of status/“stigmata” as sign of holiness (truth; value)} 6:17

- Paul/biography/“stigmata” (fact; value) 6:17
Other: this is an E. but quite obscure nonetheless.
RSV: 17 Henceforth let no man trouble me; for ((D) I bear on my body the marks of Jesus.

_____________________________


